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dated February 24, 1981, the
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NRC
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Staff

interiogatories to

4

Governor Brown.

We

hereby respond to tho~e discovery requests.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

A. DIRECT

REACTOR VESSEL WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT

(A-1

to A-29)

Diablo Canyon has no installed instruments to directly
measure the water level in the reactcr pressure vessel., The lacks
of direct measurement greatly 1'its the ability of the operator

I'co+

to detect the approach, or dec'

on

actions to mitigate, accident
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of a direct vessel level instrument would
increase the risk to the public health and'safety if the reactor
is operated without such a device being i.nstalled. The experience
of the TMI-2 operators'nability to detect lpw vessel water
level was exacerbated by lack of a direct reading water level
measurement and contributed to the, health and safety risk.
The requirement for correction of this deficiency has been
expressed by 'the Lessons Learned Task Force and in the TMI Action
Plan (NUREG-0660) and also the Requirements for NTOL's (NUREG-0737).
Furthermore, it, is consistent with the regulations expressed in
10 CFR 50, Appendix»A, General Design Criteria (GDC) 13 and
10 CFR 50.55(a) that there be a direct indication of a variable
whose importance to safe operation of the plant has been demonstrated.
-Our. further responses to specific admission requests are as follows:
conditions.

The absence

Admission 1.
as core

exit

There are

thermocouples,

indirect indicators of water level,
which would indicate inadequate core

cooling at the Diablo Canyon Nucleai Facility
Response.

to

Although the core

exit

(DCNF).

thermocouples

can be used

the temperature at several locations in the area
above the core, they neither indicate reactor vessel water level
nor provide a definitive indication of inadequate core cooling.
measure

Admission 2.

There are

indirect indicators of water level,

saturation meters, which would indicate conditions which
could lead to "inadequate core cooling at the DCNF.
such as

such

~

/

~

4'esponse.

saturation meters provide a general indication
of the saturation conditions in some areas of the reactor coolant
system, but do not provide an indication of.,reactor water level
or inadequate core cooling. However, the saturation meter reading,
,l
in conjunction with other indicators, can provide useful
for the operator.
The

informa-'ion

Admission 3.

Monitoring of the indirect indicators mentioned

.in-statements A;l and A.2 above has been processed for display
and incorporated into emergency procedures such that the monitoring
can provide equivalent information to that which would be obtained
from direct water .level indicators at the DCNF.
Response.

This request asserts.

that the data from saturation

'exit thermocouples can provide equivalent data to
.that of a direct level measurement.
This has not been proven to
be* true.
The interpretation of an 'experienced operator is
necessary to derive even qualitative data on, water level from these
meters and

instruments.
Admission 4.

Core

exit thermocouples provide

an

indication of

the magnitude of steam superheat when core is. uncovered.
Admission 5. Core exit thermocouples provide an indication
that the core is coverd when no superheat exists.
Response.

Although the core

exit

thermocouples provide an
1

indication of the fluid temperature at

a few

positions

above the

I

I

~

'

core, they do not provide
"covered" or "uncovered".

will give

a

/

direct indication that'he core

x.s

4:

The

indications the thermocouples

conditions;will depen
heat, core life, and local fuel

under "covered" and "uncovered"

on parameters

such as decay

blockage.
Admission 6.

The normal

water level, range in the reactor

coolant system during operation is within the. pressurizer.
water level of the reactor coolant system
during normal operation is maintained in a completely full
condition. The only void zs the bubble zn the pre ssurizer which
Response.

The

is maintained for the

purpose of pressure

control.

water level range in the reactor
.coolant system during operation is maintained by the pressurizer
Admission 7.

The normal

level control system.

is generally true if restricted to
the pressurizer level, but the water level in the reactor vessel
Response.

and primary

This statement

coolant is normally maintained in the

Admission 8.

full condition.

For transient and accident conditions resulting

in low coolant inventory, the low pressure safety injection
systems are initiated on low pressure signal to reflood the primary
system.

Response.

Admitted.

Admission 9.

in

transient

For

and

accident conditions resulting

safety injection
low pressure signal to reflood the

low coolant inventory, the high pressure

systems are

initiated

on a

primary system.
Response.

Admitted.

Admission 10.

Reactor vessel water level

is not

a

necessary

input to the safety injection system since the corrective yction
is initiated by a low pressure signal well in advance of core
uncovering.

level could be a useful. input
to the safety injection system in the event of a noncondensable
Response.

Reactor vessel water

bubble or void during pressure conditions above the

SZAS

trip

point. Also,;there are conditions where the absence .of accurate
reactor vessel water level data may allow incorrect operator
action such as operator override of safety injection. An example
of these conditions would be where the indications of a voided
core were masked from the operator by equipment failure or unanticipated off-normal conditions.
Admission

h.nstalled,

ll.

will be

Reactor water level instrumentation,
used

for monitoring

and

if

operator actions only.

I

~

~

Response.

The use

'of reactor vessel water level instruments

is new to PWR's but it has been .used in BWR's for years. BWR's
rely on water level signals in conjunction with other signals to
actuate safety systems.

As

the

reliability and

acceptance

of

PWR

there is the possibility
may be used as an input to the make-up system or to safety systems
as well as an aid to the operator.

vessel level instrumentation increases,

it

instrumentation available at Diablo Canyon
that could indicate inadequate core cooling includes:
a) Core exit thermocouples which indicate coolant superheat
associated with excessive fuel cladding temperature.
b) Reactor coolant pressure sensors which provide inputs
to compute the margin to coolant -saturation conditions.
c) Cold and Hot leg resistance temperature detectors
(RID's) which provide inputs to compute the margin to
coolant saturation conditions.
d) Subcooling meters which display the margin to saturation.
e) Reactor coolant pump current which provides an indication
of increasing coolant quantity while the pumps are .running.
Admission 12.

The

of the five items in this request can directly
"indicate inadequate core cooling." (emphasis added). Xnstead,
each is an isolated symptom which may or may not be indicating
correctly, but which must be used by an experienced operator, toResponse.

None

7

gether with interpretation, judgment. and discretion, to decide
on an operator action. Such actions'are clearly subject to, error.
I

1

licensee has proposed..emergency procedures
for inadequate core cooling which rely on the information available from the core exit thermocouples, reactor coolant
reactor vessel outlet temperature and saturation (subcooling) meters to identify the appioach and existence of inadequate
core cooling.
Admission 13.

The

P

system'ressure,

)

licensee has proposed emergency procedures
for inadequate core cooling which specify the operator actions
required to prevent or recover from inadequate core cooling.
Admission 14.

The

Zt is admitted that there are proposed emergency
procedures related to inadequate core cooling. However, we cannot
admit to the adequacy or effectiveness of these procedures'o
identify, prevent, or recover from inadequate core cooling
conditions.
Response.

to detect inadequate core cooling
can be developed for Diablo Canyon without reliance on direct
water level measurement.
Admission 15.

Procedures

Res

This statement cannot'-be agreed to because

onse.

it assumes

the effectiveness of procedures utilizing indirect indications,
non-safety grade equipment, and the human element (to create a level
of knowledge which is equivalent to a direct reading
of vessel
./
water level under all conditions. In'dealized and defined condiJ

tions of operation

and equipment

availability,

such procedures

could be used'o determine the approximate status of reactor vessel

water level.

However,

it is

our feeling that the most

likely

situation when someone would require vessel level data would
far from idealized conditions.
Admission 16.

Inadequate
J*

be

core cooling emergency procedures

instrumentation, similar to the Inadequate Core Cooling
Emergency Procedures which will be provided prior to fuel load at
DCNF, have been found acceptable for other PWR's while a'level
measurement system to further enhance the operational safety is
based on

~

,

being developed.
Response.

conclude (1)

Governor Brown has

insufficient

data available to

that other plant's procedures have been found
(2) their applicability to DCNP, and (3) the adequacy

acceptable,
of other procedures to enhance .operational safety.
Admission 17.

The Westinghouse

Differential

Pressure Measure-

of Reactor Vessel Water level provides a method of water level
measurement which will meet all current applicable NRC regulations.
ment

I

Response.

differential

.We

are unable

to conclude the

-Westinghouse

of'eactor vessel'water level

pressure measurement

all

current regulations.
Besides the absence of qualification and test..data, the submittal
by the Applicant on the Westinghouse system has been so thoroughly
expurgated of alleged proprietary 'information that full understanding
of the system'nd its capability is difficult not impossible.

provides an adequate technique meeting

if

C

Admission 18.

The Combustion

Engineering Heated Junction

of water level
current applicable NRC regulations.

Thermocouple System (HJTC) provides a method
measurement

which

Admission 19.

will meet all

The EPRI sponsored

Measurement Technique

(Neutron Detectors) provides a method of

water level measurement which
,

NRC

Noninvasive Water Level

will meet all

current applicable

regulations.
Admission 20.

Liquid Level

The DAVCO Microwave

of water level masurement which
applicable NRC regulations.

a method

Response.

We

have

insufficient

conclusions as to the effectiveness

data
and

Gauge

will meet all
at'this

provides

current

time to draw any

status of regulatory

com-

pliance of (1) the Combusion Engineering Heated Junction Thermocouple System, (2) the EPRI Noninvasive Water Level Measurement
Technique utilizing Neutron Detectors or (3) the DAVCO Microwave
Liquid Level Gauge. These requests also are overbroad -and
objectionable on relevance grounds.
~

I
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overall reduction in risk to the public
the plant is
from the DCNF should be a factor of 400 to 1500
(,
full
operated at 5% power for 6 months compare'd to continuous
Admission 21.

The

if

~

operation.

power

Admission 22.

The

risk to the public

from the

DCNF

operations

during low power testing as compared to 'full power will be reduced
as a result of the reduced fission product inventory.
h

fission products inventory produced during
low power testing of a PWR at 5% power for 6 months is at least 20
times less than the fission products inventory produced during
Admission 23.

continuous

The

full power

operation.

Admission 24.,The
,

during low power testing

risk to the public

will be

from

DCNF

operation

reduced as compared to

full power

result of the substantially greater time to correct m'alfunctions
in case of an~accident because the decay heat level. is greatly
as a

reduced.

Admission 25.

The

time available to deal with accident

during low power testing as compared to during full
power operation is increased from several minutes to 10 or more
sequences

hours.
Admission 26.
l

Turbine Trip

initiated accident

sequences

are

irrelevant during low power testing of the DCNF since the tuibine
will not be on line during low power testing.

Admission 27.
because

A

total loss of

C

feedwater event

is inconsequential

sufficient to remove all
generator boiloff during low power

passive- system heat losses are

heat generated

after

steam

testing.
additon to the example identified in A;25
and A.26, there are other accident. sequences which are irrelevant
,Admission 28.

.?n

during low power testing;

Additional level instrumentation would not
materially add to risk reduction at low power since large. amounts
of time would already be available to diagnose and mitigate
potential severe accident sequences.
Admission 29.

will be

unquantified reduction in
risk
the Diablo Canyon plant is operated at 5% power for six
months as compared to.full power operation. -A portion of the
reduction will,result due to the reduced fission product inventory.
Also, the risk may be reduced because the decay heat level is
reduced, as compared to the heat following full power operation,
which allows greater time to correct malfunctions. However, there
is inadequate and incomplete Diablo Canyon-specific evidence to
enable detailed quantification of the public risk (accident release
probability times consequence probability) for the accidental
radioactive releases which might occur during the proposed Diablo
Canyon Low Power Testing Program (LPTP).
Response.

if

There
f

some yet.

I
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effort

made'o quantify the uncertainties
in the qualitative risk projections which have been proposed. We
that the Applicant has presented no plant-specific or
site-specific risk assessment for the LPTP in,wither the Diablo
Canyon FSAR or in response to NRC questions.
Therefoge, we assume
that the proposed admissions are based on the NRC's "introductory
remarks" in Supplement 10 of the Diablo Canyon SER. However, the
NRC statements in the SER appear to be based on extrapolation of
the WASH-1400 conclusions for a generic PWR at a generic site rather
than on a detailed assessment of the specific Diablo Canyon conditions. Such a detailed plant-specific fault tree and event tree
assessment has repeatedly been suggested by the ACRS and is
recognized as potentially useful in plant licensing in the Task
.II.C programs in the TMI Action Plan. (NUREG-0660). Unfortunately,
the Diablo Canyon specific quantitative assessments described in
TMI Task II.C have not yet been prepared by the 'Applicant or
reviewed by the NRC (an exception is the partial systems -interaction
study conductedr by the Applicant and reviewed by the NRC in Supplement 11 of the SER). Finally, the NRC's Diablo Canyon risk remarks
address only releases through the air pathway and thus fail to
adequately address liquid pathway releases as. documented for the
NRC by Sandia Laboratories in NUREG/CR-1596.
In January, 1979, even before the TMI-2 accident, the NRC
Commissioners, in a Policy Statement, concluded that accident
probabilities estimated in WASH-1400 were not reliable and
acknowledged shortcomings in the methods by which WASH-1400 was
prepared and issued. One key shortcoming was in the quantification

Further,

no

has been

~.

/'elieve

l
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of uncertainties. The WASH-1400 authors identified the uncertainty
in their results as a factor of + 5 (x 5.or x 1/5) 'in probability
and a factor of + 4 (x 4 or x 1/4) in prompt consequences.
They
also limited the applicability of the results-'to the first one
hundred U.S. plants and a five-year period. Subsequent to publication of WASH-1400, .the Study Director, Dr. Norman Rasmussen,
acknowledged 'that the uncertainties may be much larger. Rasmussen
made the following estimate of uncertainties during testimony =on
July 3, 1978 before the Oregon Energy Facility Siting Council:
In the last three years, as we have come to understand the calculational model better and the
sensitivity to the input values,' believe the
uncertainty may be somewhat larger than stated in
the report,- perhap's by a factor of two. In
addition, I would point out that the uncertainty
is not the same on all parts of the curve. For
we look at .... the probability dis-,
example,
tribution for early fatalities .... we notice that,
at the low consequence end an uncertainty of substantially more than + 4 in consequence, while at
the high end an uncertainty of + 4 in consequence
implies an uncertainty of considerably more than
+ 5 in probability.
Within the last few years, studies of uncertainty in the
absolute values in nuclear risk assessment have been conducted.
For example, a recent and very thorough review of WASH-1400

if

)

the Risk Assessment Review Group (RARG), set up
by the NRC and chaired by.Dr. Harold Lewis. Their report, entitled@
Risk Assessment Review Group Report to the U.S. Nuclear Re ulator
Commission, NUREG/CR-0400, was published in September of 1978.
The RARG held a dozen public meetings in 1977 and 1978 and received

was conducted by

numerous

presentations

of data

and

viewpoints, both supportive

and

-14I

critical of

the

WASH-1400

methodology and
l~

results.

The data

presented at these meetings

(several thousand pages) represent
one of the largest and most recent sources of. information on
reactor accident probability and consequences.>covering
a wide
f
range of viewpoints and opinions. For example, the RARG concluded
in Disjoint Item 6 that the subject of earthquake-initiated
accidents deserves more attention than
received in WASH-1400.
~

it

report does not quantify accident probability uncertainty,
but does include the following observation:
We are unable to determine whether the absolute
probabilities of accident sequences in WASH-1400
are high or low, but we believe .that the error
bounds on those estimates are, in general, greatly
The

RARG

understated.

In regard to the uncertainties in the accident consequences
.identified in 'NASH-1400, the Review Group made these observations:

is much disagreement about the details of
the estimates. made by the WASH-1400 team charged
with making the disease and mortality estimates.
For example, although all the members of the WASH1400 team contributed their full and honest efforts
to the task, the spectrum represented by that team
was not broad enough to encompass the full range
of scholarly opinion on the subject. This led the
WASH-1400 team to make estimates with a narrower
range of stated 'uncertainty'han would otherwise
have been the case.
There

represents one of the most comprehensive inquiries into nuclear safety ever carried out by the NRC.
Even
one questions the validity of the'bsolute probabilities
standard,

By any

WASH-1400

if

in

HASH-1400

clear that

for the Diablo

WASH-1400

Canyon LPTP, as we do here,

produced a body

it is still

of useful analysis that

-15-

significantly

the technical understanding of nuclear
power reactor safety. Equally clearly, there is still a range
of technical views on the absolute probabilities and the uncertainty
advances

with the conclusions qf WASH-1400-type risk
assessments.
We believe that. nuclear power regulators must not
uncritically accept the absolute numbers resulting from generic
reactor risk assessments.
Victor Gilinsky, one of the five NRC
Commissioners, cautioned in a November 15, 1979 presentation as
follows:
.....the truth is that for all the elaborate reviews,
computer accident scenarios and the extensive regulatory requirements so onerous to the utilities, most '.
of the regulatory technicians —along with their
industry counterparts —believed, deep down, they were
only gilding the lily with their safety rules, that
accidents were remote, that nuclear power plants did
not pose serious risks, that the important possibilities
had been covered .... The basic. flaw in the system, then,
was the secondary priority assigned to questioning and
improving safety, an attitude legitimized by the astronomically small risk est:inmates of the Rasmussen Report.
T e complacency, and ultimately t e sheer sloppiness,
of the nuclear enterprise which so appalled the
Kemeny Commission and led
to call for a 'fundamental.
change in attitude'as the result. Three Mile Island
shattered. that complacency.
(emphasis added)
Thu's, we believe that the numerical findings and conclusions
developed in WASH-1400, and extrapolated to Diablo Canyon LPTP
in Supplement 10 of the SER, must be applied with caution and

error

bounds associated

it

judgment.

following additional information addresses other aspects
of the specific admission requests.
The

-16a.

(Admission 21)

j

0

'pecific .Diablo

Canyon

fault trees

and

to quantify the-numerical conclusions have not been developed. In addition, Sor one of
the potential contributors, small break LOCA's, the evaluation is being revised by Westinghouse-(see Item F in
Applicant's February 13, 1981 letter to the NRC).
event trees necessary

1

b.

(Admission 22)

Consequences

may be reduced as a

Z

result

of reduced fission product inventory. Risks will similarly be reduced if accident probabilities for Diablo.
Canyon are consistent with WASH-1400. However, if
Diablo Canyon accident probabilities during LPTP are
higher than the WASH-1400 estimates, the risk to the
public may not be proportionally reduced.
r

specific isotope-by-isotope study
is supplied to support this general conclusion.
c.

(Admission 23)

J.

.. No

-"

Greater time may be available. However,
during and following the LPTP, certain accident sequences
d.

(Admission 24)

conditions (with reactor head removed
containment open, for example) may reduce the barriers
delaying radiation releases.
during shut

down

and

t

e.

(Admission 25)

Also, no specific
have been cited to support

Admission 24.

See

studies of Diablo Canyon
the numerical estimates.

'I

f.

(Admission 26)

Admitted.

g.

(Adm'ission 27)

See Admissions.24,.add

h.

(Admission 28)

We

assume

25.

the request refers to Admissions

rather than 25 and 26. The wording of the admission is vague. Clearly, there are some accident sequences,
in WASH-1400 for e'xample, which are irrelevant during the
proposed LPTP. However, there may be other plant-specific
sequences which may be relevant.
26 and 27

i..

(Admission,29). The proposed admission is so vague as
to be unanswerable. For example, detailed'definitions
)

description of ",additional level instrumentation,"
"materially," and "large amounts of time" are required to
make specific this proposed admission.
and

I

I

I

e
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B.

EMERGENCY PLANNING

'to B-ll)

(B-1
1

that low

testing at Diablo
may not be permitted until there is demonstration that the
combined PG&E, state and local emergency plan~s comply with the
criteria specified in NUREG-0654, as required by the NRC regulations published in August 1980, and as further required in NUREG0737, Enclosure 2. It is clear that at this time, such compliance
Governor Brown submits

power

I'anyon

4

has not been achieved.

it to be

the Staff and

position. that low
power testing can proceed prior to compliance with NUREG-0694 and
'he 1980 regulations, provided the PGGE, state and local. plans
which would be in effect 'satisfy NRC's prior regulatory requireWe

ments.

understand

E.cC., SER, Supp.

Mr. Denton.

However, the

10;

PG&E

Feb. 27, 1981

prior regulations

letter to

are not satisfactoryg

accident and the numerous analyses following
the revised 1980 regulations, and NUREG-0654. Further,
even under those prior regulations (which we emphasize are not
the ones which should apply), there is inadequate emergency
preparedness to permit low power testing. Planning (i.e., the
deliniation on paper of the scope of appropriate actions) without
preparedness (i.e., the ability to implement the plan) is of no
utility at all. Based on conversations with county officials
charged with implementing the plan and our review of the existing
county plan, we assert there is a general consensus that the
"plan" is no more than "paper'," with the state of preparedness
(the only real test of the adequacy of the plan) being woefully
as shown by the TMI

it,

~

PG&E

'I

deficient.

Thus:

I

I
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There have been no

full scale

exercises;

specific training of the key personnel
responsible for impleme'ntation of the plan;

There has been no
who would be

County environmental health personnel probably could not

deploy and .operate radioactive monitoring equipment';
Evacuation in the LPZ has never been practiced, even
though the persons who would need to be evacuated

in

live

locations;
People in the LPZ have been given no instructions
regarding the specific actions they should take j.n the
event of a nuclear emergency;
remote and often inaccessible

French Hospital

is the only facility identified in the

plan as capable of handling persons with radiation

PGGE

and

its

one

isolation unit

injuries
only

r'as

capacity is limited.
4o

For example,

treat severely

it

exposed

victims;
Luis Ambulance Service has expressed a
willingness to go to the plant to assist in handling

Only:the

San

radiation victims. However, its ability to assist is
suspect since it, has no special equipment for
treatment of radiation victims and has had only limited
training on these matters.
The County has no Emergency Operations Center at this
time;

and

The County Environmental

equipment

is inadequate.

Health Department communications

-20-
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In sum, we question whether the existing county "plan" constitutes an emergency response plan at all. Regardless of that fact,
J
the plan cannot be implemented. Thus, the plan offers no protection,
much less the kind of effective preparedness which the public
has a right to demand after the experience at TMI-2. Certainlv,
does not comply with even preexisting regulatory requirements and.
thus cannot serve to allow issuance of the requested fuel load
and low power testing licenses
The above remarks bear on the specific admission responses
set forth below.

it

The Licensee has an emergency

Admission 1.
be

in effect during low
R~es

which

ense.

power

PGsE has

is under review

testing at

plan which

will

DCNF.

an emergency plan dated February 1980,

by the

Staff.

SER,

Supp.. 10, pg.

III.B-2.

current emergency plan which satisfies 'the present regulatory requirements of 10 CFR 550e47 and

However, PG&E does not have a

10 CFR

Appendix E.

admitted by

PGGE

SER

Supp. 12, pg.

in its February

III-3.

27, 1981

This was clearly

letter to

Mr. Denton

in PGGE's March ll, 1981 responses to Governor Brown's
interrogatories. PGGE may have its February 1980 plan in effect
during low power operation. We can neither admit nor deny that
fact since that is within'PG&E's knowledge.
and

Admission 2.

will be in effect

San

Luis Obispo'"County has emergency plans which

during low power testing at the

DCNF,.
J

In addition, the county
plans are being revised so that they will comply with upgraded
emergency planning requirements.
Even
the outmoded plans
would be in effect during low power testing, those plans could
not be implemented in an emergency.
Response.

See

introductory remarks.

r'"

if

Furthermore, the present county emergency plans were developed
the low population .zone (LPZ) around the DCNF and used

for
criteria

longer deemed appropriate by the NRC. Under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, the NRC presently requires all emergency plans to meet
the criteria specified in NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1. Furthermore,
in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, the NRC acknowledged that for smaller
reactors, the size'f the planning area may be reduced; however,
the plans must still satisfy the .criteria of NUREG-0654. It
follows that the LPZ plan for the DCNF does not meet present
criteria and would be deemed inadequate by the NRC (NUREG-0654).
no

<I

'I

In addition, no full-scale test of the LPZ plan has been
conducted to demonstrate
could be successfully implemented.
This point was raised by Dr. Howard W. Mitchell, County Health
.

it

Officer in

an open meeting on 0'ctober 10; 1979.

Dr. 'Mitchell said

the county is "totally unprepared" regarding implementation of
the medical part of the plans and questions exist relative to

l
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.-

of the, plan., Finally,. no comprehensive
public information program has been initiated to advise the
implementing other parts

it

public regarding their actions during the emergency. Thus,
is
/
doubtful whether any local emergency plan, in fact, exists and/
accordingly, even under the previous emergency planning regulations,
the state of pieparedness falls short 'of regulatory requirements..

fission product inventory accumulated
during low power testing is a small fraction of the amount of
fission product inventory that accumulates during full power
Admission 3.

The

operation.

Response.'e

that the fission product inventory
accumulated during low power testing should be less than the
agree

inventory which accumulates during full power operation. The
term "small" in the admission request is not quantified and thus
lacks a specific basis.
Admission 4.

Any

accident occurring during low power

testing would release a fraction of the existing fission product
inventory at the DCNF.
Response.

Admitted.

Off-site doses from an accident during low
testing would be a small fraction of the doses from a

Admission 5.
power

similar accident during

full power

at the

DCNF.

g
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term "small" has not been quantified and thus
(
Also, no specific description of the "accident" contemplated by the Stiff is provided.
Accordingly, we can neither admit, nor deny this request.

lacks the necessary

Admission 6.

specific basis.

for taking protective

measures

introductory remarks

addition
current county plans do not provide for a full range of protective
.action; nor are the methods for accomplishing protective actions
addressed in detail. This'is true not only of the county plan,
but also of supporting procedures and checklists.
There are no maps showing evacuation routes,'no provision
for protection of non-institutionalized individuals with impaired
mobility, no accurate projection of traffic capabilities of
evacuation routes nor analysis of the susceptibility of those
routes to damage from earthquakes, no estimate of protection
afforded by local residences (indeed, the whole topic of sheltex
xs only briefly alluded to), no discussio'n of potential reloc'ation
following shelter, and no discussion of the use of potassium
iodide or other prophylactic measures to reduce radiation
exposure resulting from ingestion or inhalation of radioactive
materials rele'ased during a nuclear power plant accident.
ResPonse

~

in force do contain provisions
offsite at the. DCNF.

County plans now

Denied

See

Xn

'
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~

I
"..

present county emergency plans would
release,
provide for shelter and/or evacuation for large-scale
/
they could occur, during low power testing of the DCNF..
Admissio'n 7.

The

if

~,

1

Response..

Denie'd.

for

present county plan
contingencies involving large-scale releases-

was

written considering only the

The

its

"Design Basis Accident'" and

consequences

was

not written

rather this plan
of a so-called

h

axrmparatively small
releases.
The area in which protective actions are prescribed is
generally limited to the LPZ. No*protective actions are .contemplated for larger portions'f the population of San Luis Obispo
County which could be

affected in the event of

a

large-scale

rel'ease.

present county emergency plans provide for
lesser actions than shelter and evacuation, such as. notification,
for lower level releases from the DCNF during low power. testing,
Admission 8.

such releases

The

occur.

present county emergency plan does.
not provide for a graded series of responses to accidents of,
varying severity and time of development. Notification of
county agencies occurs for "Class C," "Class D," and "Class E,"
but not at all for "Classes A & B" or "Class F." There is no
Response.

"alert" .level of

Denied.

responses

The

during which the emergency response

if

-25-

~

organization is put on stand-by, and no complete
/
description of alternative protective actions which might be
alternative
implemented and the conditions under which the'se
/
actions will be taken.

licensee's present emergency plan'requires
immediate notification of the county governments surrounding the
DCNF of any releases from that facility.
Admission 9.

The

plan provides for
"prompt" notification. PG&E Plan, Section 4. There is no
gradation of degree of "promptness" required for different.
The February

Response.

emergency

l980

levels.

Admission 10.

The

present county emergency plans contain

quantified release levels entitled
determine what emergency procedures

releases

PGGE

at the

DCNF.

Emergency Classes

which

aie to be implemented for

-26-

Response.

Denied.

classes of accidents

The

in the

~

current'ounty plan provides for
most general way.

(
Four classes

of

airborne releases and two classes of waterborne releases are
identified; these are in turn categorized as "major". or "minor."

In no case is there .any quantification of release level, either
in terms of dose rate or activity released. Appendix to
NUREG-06S4 specifies in considerable detail,.types of events
and levels of response for nuclear power plant accidents.
The
county plan fails to even approach this level of detailed'peci-

l

ficity.

ll.

Additional offsite protective actions will
not significantly reduce the effects of any release from accidents
at the DCNF which occur during low power testing.
Admission

7

additional measures to reduce
the effects of a release:
the effective use of shelter; a program
to utilize potassium iodide as a blocking agent for emergency
workers; an accident assessment capability; an effective public
information program; and a medical response capability. These
protective actions or some combination thereof have not been
adequately addressed in the present county plan and would reduce
the offsite effects of a release from the DCNF. Further, the
implications of an earthquake. on the offsite protective actions
are not considered in the county plan or the county's ability to
Response.

implement

Denied.

the'lan.

There are

4J

/

C.

27»

SAFETY/RELIEF VALVE AND BLOCK VALVE TESTING AND QUALIFICATION

(C-1

to C-10

result of the accident at TMI and the involvement of
S/R valves and block vales in that accident, S/R valve and block
valve functioning and their importance in controlling and mitigating transients and accidents has received greater attention.
These valves'rovide an important function as part of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. Their ability to either create or
mitigate a small break LOCA has important implications for the
health and safety of the public. Therefore, these valves should.
be suitably tested and qualified to ensure'functioning over the
As a

J

full range

accident conditions. Further, we
believe this should be'completed before plant operation. To do
any less than this would not be consistent with the regulations

of transient

and

I

criteria in

and design

10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix A,

GDC

1, 14, 15,

C

pertaining to the design and quality of the systems and
components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.
In addition to. the foregoing, we supply the following additional responses to specific requests.
and 30

1

block valves (block valves)
are not used for normal shutdown of a pressurized water

„Admission 1.

Primary system

PORV

reactor.
Admission 2.

Safety valves are to be used at

DCNF

for over-

pressure protection.
Admission 3.
system at
Response:

There are three safety valves
DCNF.

Admitted.

in the primary

'

'

~

Relief valves (PORVs) are used as a backup
to operator action to prevent overpressurization during

Admission 4.

power shutdown and power startup'".
~Res

I

this request is true in the limited
not cover the potential safety implica-

Although

ense=

it does

sense,

.

tions of the PORVs during accident conditions or possible use of the PORVs during operational transients.
Admission 5.

has

DCNF

relief

valves

(PORVs)

in its primary

system.
P

Response:

Admitted.

Admission 6.

Even

if the

relief

valves (PORVs), safety
valves, and block valves were stuck open, the time
available to deal with accident sequences during low

power

testing

as compared

to

full power

creased from several minutes to
~Res

onse:

We

ment .w'ithout

10

or

operation is in-

more hours.

cannot admit to the specifics of

first 'reviewing

and assumptions

this state-

the details of the analysis

which led to, the derived numbers.

s

Admission 7.

Block valves are not designated as safety grade

equipment, however- they are designated

safety related

equipment.

It is

not clear whose designation is. referred to
in this statement. If means .the safety classification
as shown in the FSAR, then this is the "designation"
given'by the Applicant. We, however, do not admit to the

Response:

adequacy

it

of this classification.

/
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r

Block valves serve as a means to isolate PORVs.

Admission 8.

h

This statement

Response:

is essentially true but

makes

s

of the safety-related impact of the block
l
valve function which has the potentia1 to interrupt a
no mention

small break
Admission 9.

LOCA.

is

There

an

which shows whether
~Res

onse:
cause

a PORV

is

open

room

or closed.

this statement in total beimplies that, there is an exact correlation be-

We

it

indicator in the control

cannot agree to

position indication in the control room
and the actual..valve
osition. Thus, it does not inelude consideration of valve failure, operator error,
indicator failure or electrical/mechanical failure in
the indicator system. We do agree, however, 'that there
is an indicator in the control room designed to show
PORV position but cannot agree
will always accomplish
tween the valve

s

it

1

the intended purpose.
Admission 10.

Safety valves have never failed to perform

function of overpressure protection in
plant.
~Res

is overhroad
In the past, there'ave

This statement

onse:

admit to

it.

a

their

nuclear power

and thus we cannot

overpressurization events in nuclear reactors. In fact, the overpressurization event is the subject of a generic safety issue
TAP A-26 in NUREG-'0410.
There have also been failures of
the safety/relief valves to function properly (e.cC.,
TMI-2

in

1979 and Dresden-2

in 1970).

been

~~

Jp

t

J
J
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INTERROGATORY RESPONSES

Interro
ator 1:
r
Has Governor Brown

a)

admitted each statement'n the'

for

February 23, 1981 Request

filed

Staff?
Zf the answer to Interrogatory la is no, identify

Brown
b)

by the

NRC

ss

in the February

each statement

23, 1981 Request

for

Admissions by Governor Brown which Governor Brown

.

does
~Res

Admissions by Governor

not,admit.

onse

~

„

J

a)

No.

b)

See answers

set.

.Znterro ator

'J

to admissions where disagreements

are

forth.
2:

For each statement

identified in Interrogatory lb give the

'I

following information:
a) The portion of the statement which is not admitted.
b) The basis of Governor Brown's disagreement with the
'I

statement.

if

expert witnesses,
any, Governor Brown is relying
on in disagreeing with the statement..

c)

The

d)

The documents,

if any,

disagreeing with the
The

articles,

if any,

Governor Brown

is relying

in

on

statement.-.')

Governor Brown

is relying

on

in

disagreeing with the statement.
~Res

onse:
a) — e)

The answers

~

responses.

in the admission
relied upon are identified

are contained

I

The documents

in the responses to admissions. The experts responsible for the responses, are identified in the attached

affidavits.
Interzo ator

'

/

,

.

3:

For each expert

identified in Interrogatory

provide

2c above

the following information:
a)

Name and

b)

Statements

address.

in the February

23, 1981 Request

for

Admissions

with.
c) The basis for the disagreement identified in part b of
this interrogatory (include any facts or theories relied on).
d) Any articles or studies relied on by the expert in disagreeing with the statements identified in part b of this
interrogatory.
e
e) If expert 'will be or'is expected. to be a witness in any
low power testing hearing for Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Plant, identify the subjects on which he will testify.
f) The education background of the expert after high school
(include all courses taken in area of expertise even
if not leading to a degree).
g) The work experience of the expert for the las't 15 years.
h) Any published articles written by expert.
by Governor Brown which the expert disagrees

s

.~Res

onse:
a)

.

')
See

b) —
e)

.He

attached resumes.
See

attached

(Those

affidavit

not included,

will be

forwarded

and admission responses.

/shortly).

presently plan to proceed by cross-examination.

However,

if identified

experts do

testify, 'it will be

on

subjects for which they have provided discovery respons'es.
'I

IJ
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.'f)

— h)

See resumes.
,8

Interro ator 4:
With respect to admitted Governor Brown's,subject

3

provide

51

the following:
a)

The

specific provision of the "Final Regulations
'I

9

~

'

I

."45~8..

554

on

.19.

\

18

which Governor Brown alleges have not been complied with

applicant.
Identify, with specificity, in what way Governor Brown
believes the provisions identified in Interrogatory 4a
have not been complied with.
Identify the expert witnesses or other witnesses
Governor Brown intends to present at any hearing on low
power testing to testify as to information identified in
Interrogat'ory 4b, and specify what portion of that informa-

by the
b)

c)

d)

tion the witness will address.
For'ach expert identified in Interrogatory
the following-information:Name and

ii)

4c above

address.

is the educational background of the background
of the expert after high school (include all courses
taken in area of expertise}.
The work experience of the expert for the last 15

What

iii)

years.

iv}
Res

.

Any- published.

articles written

by the expert.

onse:
'a}

10

give

C.F.R.

55

50.47

(.a}

D},

(a} (2}, Q}. Q}'-(.15}.

KK

K

b)

The

specific deficiencies are noted below.

it must

First,

noted,.that revised PG&E, state and
local plans under the August'980'egulations hive not
been submitted for NRC or FEMA review. Thus, it; is
fair to conclude that there is no compliance with the

however,

be

revised regulations. Notwithstanding the sufficiency
of that response'o Interrogatory 4, we also note certain specific deficiency areas.
l

Provision (a)(1)
reviewed, but has,not approved the licensee's

The NRC has

on-site

emergency plan.

identified

and comments

Specific shortcomings have been
thereon forwarded to the .licensee;

to our knowledge 'no response has been supplied 'which sati-fies
regulatory requirements. No revised PGaE plan has been submitte
subsequent to the effective date of the new regulations. In. addition, no specific implementing procedures in support of the plan have been provided by the
licensee for NRC review. Moreover, no finding has
been.'-made by the NRC regarding the state. of offsite
emergency preparedness.

reasonable

assurance

can be taken

at Diablo

that

Accordingly, there is

no

protective measures
radiological emergency

adequate

in the event of

a

Canyon.

Provision (a)(2)
The

Federal Emergency Management Agency has not reviewed

the present county plan with reference to NUREG-0654 and
has, received no revised plan which purports to comply
is our
with the new regulatory requirements. Indeed,
understanding that, such a revised plan is still only in

it

c:+~~+

I
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California Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Response Plan
is being revised to meet new 'criteria and is
in draft form. As a consequence, it,has not been,
reviewed by FEMA to assure conformance I with NUREG-0654.
presently'nly

"*

(l)
Even assuming that the current plan was adequate under
the guidance provided in NUREG-75/ill (which we elsewhere
dispute), the revised criteria in NUREG-0694 have so
broadened the scope of activities that neither the assignmade nor the staff available is sufficient.
Provision

(b)

Provision '(b)(2)
The

interface between onsite

and

offsite activities is

not adequate.
'

Provision'b)
The

(3)

present plans do not

make arrangements

for

accomoda-

C

1

tion of state and local staff at the licensee's nearsite emergency. operation facility.
Provision (b)(4)
No revised state and local plans, exist with which to
compare compliance with the regulation. Further, the
current local plan does not include quantified release
levels based on effluent parameters to determine
minimum

levels of

initial offsite

response.

'ents
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Provision (b) (5)
.Emergency public information, is treated in a cursory
manner; no communications system exists for notifying
the public in the plume exposure pathway EPZ'. Xnstead,
the current procedures rely on house-to-house notification by sheriff's department personnel. Moreover, no
sample initial messages have'een prepared and no'mechanism exists to. give clear instruction on an emergency
basis to the populace within the plume exposure pathway
1

1

1

~

EPZ.

Provision (b) (6)
The telephone

links

between

DCNF

organization are not functioning

and
as

the state response

of this date.

Provision (b)(7)
The county plan does not'ddress public education at
only point of contact with the media in the plan is
with the Emergency Broadcast System. Procedures for coordinated release of emergency public information are
limited to a single sentence.
all.'he

Provision
The

(b) (8)

level of

emergency equipment and number

facilities
not been.

of

emergency

required to support emergency response have
specified. Accordingly,'here is no way to as-

certain their adequacy.

-36Provision (b)(9)

in the
current local plan are based on the requir'ements of a
design basis accident. Their adequacy l for response to
more severe radiological emergencies has not been
determined. Further, the regulation requires that such
methods, systems and equipment be "in use." To our
knowledge, this is not presently the case.

The methods,

systems,

and equipment described
h

J

Provision (b)(10)
The current plan does not provide for a range of protective actions: evacuation of the low population zone
is discussed in detail; shelter is only mentioned in
passing; and iodine prophylaxis are at best, mentioned
in passing. Further, protective actions for the ingestive zone have yet to be developed.

Provision

(b)(ll)

systematic method for exposure control of field emergency
response and monitoring personnel has been established.

No

P

No

exposure forms have been prepared and no system

exists for maintaining exposure records.
Provision (b)(12)
See introductory remarks to Admission responses.
Although
arrangements have been made for medical services for on-site
personnel, adequate offsite plans and facilities for treatment
of persons injured onsite or offsite do not exist, as exemplified by statements made by Dr. Howard Mitchell, County

«37»
)

h

4

~

w

Health Officer., in an open meeting in San Luis 'Obispo County,
October 10, 1979. Dr. Mitchell indicated the County was
"totally unprepared" to respond to an accident at Diablo
Canyon. 'See attached article.
I

-J

(b) '(13)

'rovision

local authorities
plans for recov'ery and reentry.
The

state

and

do

not have general

Provision (b) (14)
We are informed that
No full-scale tests have been conducted.
tests will be held in the future but cannot respond to nature
scale o f those tests.
.

'r

Prov'is ion (b}'('1'5)

training received by offsite emergency response personnel
We do not know
has been limited and, in our view, inadequate.
what training has been provided to PG&E staff.
The

4

c} — d)

None.

If an

Mr. Greenberg who

state

and

expert is presented, we expect
would testify as to inadequacies

local plans.

it would be
in

See resume.

Interro ator 5:
With respect to admitted Governor Brown's subject

3

provide

the following:
The

a)
~

specific provisions of

Sections

NUREG-0694

III.A.1.1 and III.A.1.2 with

(NUREG-0737)

which the

appli-

not complied.
cant has
/
b)

Identify, with .specificity, in what way Governor Brown
believes the provisions identified in Interrogatory Sa
have not been complied

with.

-38c)

Identify the expert

witnesses. or other witnesses

that

h

Governor Brown intends to present at any hearing on low

testing to testify as to information identified
in Interrogatory 5b, and specify what~portion of that

power

d)

information the witness will address.
For each expert identified in Interrogatory
give the following information:

i)

Sc above-

address.

Name and

educational background of the expert after
high school (include all courses taken in area
of expertise)..
The

s

iii)

The work

~Res

iv)

for the last

years.

15
~

experience of the expert

Any

published articles written by the expert.

onse:
a)

PG&E

not met the following fuel load requirements:
Section III.A.1.1.. 'ee NUREG-0737,

has

i)
>

ii)

Enclosure

Section

2.

III.A.1.2 requiring

"Establish

PG&E

to:

interim onsite technical
support center... Provide a description of the permanent technical support
an

center.

"Establish

an

onsite operational support

center...
"Designate a near-site emergency operations

facility with

communications...to provide...

~

I

B

~
0 ~

~

b)

The

-39-

'4''

coordination of all onsite and offsite
activities during an accident."
requirements identified in a) have notl been satisfied

because:

i)

III A. 1

1.

NUREG-,75/111 has been superseded

which states

"FEMA and NRC

by NUREG-0654,

regard.

all of

the

planning standards identified and contained
herein as essential for an adequate emergency

plan." (p.

5)

'The

existing county plan

fail to

accompanying implemehting procedures
meet the

"D.

and

fol'lowing planning standards:

Emergency

Classification

Systems"

classification system in the current
plan is extremely general in nature and
The

'is not based on facility system parameters
or quantified effluent levels. Moreover,
the classes are related to offsite emergency organization activities only in the
most general sense.
"G.

Public Education and Information"
No information has been made available to
the public on how they .will be notified
and what
No

their initial activities

systematic method exists

for

should be.

the periodic

=distribution of such information. The only
media contact point listed is the Emergency
Broadcast System stations. Finally, there

is no mechanism for establishing coordination of press releases with the utility.

"I.

Accident Assessment",

for assessing and monitoring actual
offsite consequences is too limited to be
adequate for most releases.
The current.
county plan lists 23 sets of civil defense
type equipment; this amounts to 1 set for
every 7 square miles, even if attention is
limited to the 10-mile radius recommended
Equipment

by the N.R.C.

"J.

Protective Response"
There is no range of protective response
considered, in the current county plan.
There is no guidance for choosing protective actions during an emergency . The ingestion exposure pathway is not even
considered.

"K;

Radiologic Exposure Control"
Although the current plan provides guidance
for limiting the exposure of emergency
workers, there is no formal mechanism for
ensuring exposure control. No sample exposure records are provided; no system
established for maintenance of

is

exposure'ecords.

Medical and Public Health Support"
The standards themselves are inadequate in

-41-

this area. A system should
for identifying,'stimating

be

established

4

tracking,

of,

exposures

providing long-term (decades)
medical follow-up and treatment
of people
I
contaminated and/or exposed as a result of
a nuclear power plant accident.
Moreover,
the current county plan does not make adequate provision even for short-term treat\
ment of injured and contaminated/exposed
members of the public.
"M.

and

Recovery and Reentry Planning and Post
Accident Operations"
This planning standard is treated in such
a cursory manner as to imply a nuclear power
plant accident will not occur. NRC offihave stated this aspect of response
However,
can occur on an "ad hoc" basis.
the experiences of nuclear weapons accidents

'ials

'I

at Palomares, Spain and Tulle, Greenland,
clearly indicate that detailed planning is
Levels of decontamination,
necessary.
standards for. reentry into residential
areas, methods of transport and disposal of
radioactive wastes are all problems which
must be addressed in recovery and reentry
plans. A "general" plan, as required by the
Zn any
standard, is clearly inadequate.
event, the current county plan does not deal

with this important topic at
tlN

Exercises and

all.

Drills"
1

No

major exercise of the current plan has

held. A "table-top",.exercise, which
,/
occurred approximately two years ago, served
as an .initial training vehicle, but
'no follow-up has been done.
"0. Radiological Emergency Response Training"
Limited training for nuclear war response
was performed more than three years ago.
No follow-up training has been done.
been

.

ii)

A. 1. 2
The emergency

'this section

support

facilities indicated in

have not been tested

for

adequacy

operability in the event of a nuclear power
I
plant accident. Moreover, a communications link.
with the state warning center is not operational.
.Finally, an evaluation of the possible. effects
of an earthquake on these facilities and proposed communications links has not been provided
to California. Accordingly, there is no assurance
of the seismic resilience of these emergency faciland

I

ities
c)

-

d)

systems.

(11/3/80

memo

from Brian K. Grimes

to John'cConnell., attached).
See response to Interrogatories

4c and 4d.

1
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Interro ator

/

6:.

With respect to admitted Governor'Brown's subject 13

provide the following:
The

specific provisions of the

NRC

regulations,
/

if any,

which Governor Brown believes have not been complied

b)

c)

d)

with by not requiring a water level indication prior
to fuel loading.
Identify, with specificity,'n what'ay Governor Brown
believes the provisions identified in Interrogatory 6a
have not been complied with.
Identify the expert witnesses or other witnesses.,
Governor Brown intends to present, at any hearing on low
power testing to testify as to information identified
in Interrogatory 6b, and specify what portion of that
information the witness will'address.
For each expert identified in Interrogatory 6c above
give the following information:
.

Name and

address
P

is the educational background of the back
ground [sic] of the expert after high school
all courses taken in area of expertise).
The work experience of the expert for the last

What

.'(in-'lude

iii)

15

iv)
e)

years.

Any

published articles written by the expert.

Provide the basis (both facts and theories) Governor Brown
believes makes the installation of water level indicators
a

requirement to be implemented before fuel loading.

f) Identify the expert witnesses or other witnesses

Governor

/
Brown

-44-

..

intends to present at any hearing on low power
1

testing to testify as to information identified in
Interrogatory 6e, and specify what portion/ of that
s

information the witness will address.;
For each expert identified in Interrogatory 7(h) [sic]
above give the follow'xng.information:

g)

i)

.

Name

and address

educational background of the background of
the expert after high school (include all courses

The*

taken in area of expertise).

iii)

The work

experience of the expert for the

last

15

years.
r

published articles written by the expert.
Since the time to deal with .potentially serious accidents
has been increased'significantly at low power, and the
risk is substantially reduced, why does Governor Brown
believe
is necessary to provide water level instrumenta-

iv)

h)

Any

'I

it

tion during low
~Res

power

testing?

ense:
a)

regulations which are impacted by Subject 13 and our
concerns regarding the subject, are identified in our
"Response to NRC's Request for Admissions," items A-1
through A-29, particularly the introductory remarks.
The

C

b)

c)
e)

f)

See response
— d)

See

response

See response
— g)

See

6a.

to Interrogatory 3.

6a.

response

to Interrogatory 3.

-45h)

to'a.

In addition, since direct. water
level instrumentation must be integrated into operating
procedures, the ideal time to test such instrumentation
and to provide necessary training and~integration related
to it'is during low power testing,- which PGGE alleges in
See response

test motion will be a time of significant
operator training. Further, by'nstalling instrumentation prior to fuel loading, PGEE will avoid unnecessary
worker exposure during installation. Finally, the wording of-this Interrogatory prevents further response because it assumes that the meaning of terms such as "time
increased significantly" and "risk . . . substan-

its

low power

tially reduced"

interpreted the same by all
In the case where these
parties;/ such is not the case
terms are interpreted as less of an ameliorating influence
on safety .concerns, the need for early and complete 'implementation of a vessel water level measurement scheme, is
more easily understood.
would be

I

Interro ator 7:
With respect to Governor Brown's admitted subject

14

provide

the following information. /

a).

specific provisions of NRC regulations, if any,
which require testing .of block valves prior to fuel
The

loading.
b)

if.

any,'both facts and theories)
Provide the basis,
Governor Brown believes require block valve testing

prior 'to fuel loading.

-46-

t~

P

Identify, with specificity, in what way Governor Brown
I
believes the provisions identified in Interrogatory Sa

c)

have not been complied

with.

Identify .the expert witnesses or other witnesses

d)

Governor

to present at any hearing on low power
testing to testify as to information identified'in
Interrogatory Sb and Sc--[sic], and specify what portion
of that information the witness will address.
For each expert identified in Interrogatory Sd '[sic]
above .give the following information:
Brown intends

e)

~

Name and

'address

is the educational background of the background
of the expert after high school (include all courses
taken in area of expertise) .
The work experience of the expert for the last 15

What

I

iii)

years.

iv)
~Res

;Any published.

articles written

by the expert.

ense:
A

a)

to Request for Admissions,
items C-1 through C-10, for details of regulations impacted
by Subject 14 and our concerns with the subject,'ar'ticularly
the introductory
- e) See response to Interrogatory 3.
-c)

See Governor

Brown's Response
e

remarks.')

e

I
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~,'espectfully

submitted,
I

Byron S. Georgiou
Legal Affairs Secretary
Governor's Office
State Capitol
Sacramento,

California

95814

I

Her ert H. Brown
Lawrence Coe Lanpher

HILL,
1900

CHRISTOPER AND

M

Street,

Washington,

PHILLIPS, P.C.

N.W.
D.C. 20036

Attorneys for Governor Edmund G.
Brown, Jr., of the State of California
March 16, 1981
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